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What is the talk about
•  A classical problem – the moment problem – with 

a decidedly non-classical twist motivated by 
applications to systems and control.

•  What is new are certain rationality constraints 
imposed by applications that alter the mathematical 
problem and make it nonlinear.

•  A global-analysis approach that studies the class of 
solutions as a whole.

•  A powerful paradigm for smoothly parametrizing, 
comparing, and shaping solutions to specifications.
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The moment problem

Chebyshev Markov Lyapunov



Where do we find moment 
problems in systems and control?

•  spectral estimation
•  speech synthesis
•  system identification
•  image processing
•  optimal control
•  robust control
•  model reduction
•  model matching problems
•  simultaneous stabilization
•  optimal power transfer

generator coupling load



Moment problems don’t always�
look like moment problems

Let us look at a few that don’t, and 
return to them throughout the lecture



Ex. 1: Covariance extension



Ex 2: Circulant covariance extension



Ex. 3: Robust control
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What do we want to achieve?

•  A basic paradigm for smooth 
parameterization of the whole class of 
solutions in a systems-theoretical language

•  Methods for determining solutions by 
convex optimization

NB. This is a systematic design 
methodology that is still in progress



Moment problem in the style of Krein

positive cone
closed convex





Dual cones



Trigonometric moment problem



Spectral estimation as a �
trigonometric moment problem

white noise
stationary process
with spectral density

where
observed data



Ex: Modeling speech

speech

on each (30 ms) subinterval
w(z) constant, y stationary



Cellular telephone:

envelope in purple



zeros/poles envelope
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The moment problem for �
rational measures

DEF.



strictly positive
sequence



A Dirichlet principle



• This is a strictly convex functional





A global analysis approach





Primal problem



Circulant covariance extension



Image processing



Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation  

Pick matrix



A tunable high resolution �
spectral estimator (THREE) 
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Estimation of spectral �
lines in colored noise            



Loop shaping in robust control
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Shaping by model reduction





A generalization of THREE



Multi-variable case



Some other problems



Conclusions

• A global analysis approach that studies the class of 
   solutions as a whole.

• Complete parameterizations of solutions with 
   smooth tuning strategies.

An enhanced theory for generalized moment problems 
that incorporates rationality constraints prescribed 
by applications. 

• Convex optimization for determining solutions.




